ST LAURENCE'S COLLEGE
Hall of Fame
Nomination Process and Guidelines
The College Hall of Fame recognizes and celebrates past students who have achieved excellence in a
chosen field, post completion of their education at the College. This level of excellence can come in
many forms, across a wide range of fields.
The process for nominating potential inductees is outlined below. The process is intentionally simple and
is designed to encourage members of the Lauries community to nominate Old Boys for recognition
through a structured process.

Process:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

The St Laurence’s Old Boys’ Association is invited to seek nominations from the Old Boy
community. This should be done through a number of mediums including, but not limited to
the SLOBA Facebook page, SLOBA Twitter, SLOBA Newsletter, College Newsletter or email
to SLOBA Committee or Development Office at the College. The College is also welcome to
present nominations following the same process.
Nominations should include the name of the nominee, the year he completed his schooling at
Lauries, a written summary (1 page) of the achievements being recognized and the name and
signature of the person putting forward the nomination.
All nominations are to be collected by the SLOBA President (or delegate) and tabled at the
SLOBA AGM every 2 years.
The Association Committee will then review all nominations presented.
The SLOBA Committee will then endorse up to five suitable nominations to the College
Principal, preferably from a variety of fields of achievement / contributions.
The College Principal will chair a committee to be determined by him/her to decide up to 2
successful inductees each two years.
The College Principal (or delegate) will inform the SLOBA Committee of the successful
candidates, so that appropriate communication back to the wider Old Boy (and College)
community can happen.
A suitable function would be organized to celebrate new inductees into the Hall of Fame.

Note:
•

•

Due diligence would be essential in ensuring that all nominees were suitable for this
recognition. The Principal reserves the right to accept/reject nominations based on information
that might confirm or otherwise a nominee’s suitability.
Permission would need to be gained from nominees (or family if deceased) after the Principal
approves their induction (prior to any announcement).
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